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Patriot Partners With Client Hub to
Streamline Payroll Work�ow
Patriot Software has partnered with collaboration and work�ow software provider,
Client Hub, to bring accounting professionals in its Advisor Program a streamlined
solution to task management.
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Patriot Software has partnered with collaboration and work�ow software provider,
Client Hub, to bring accounting professionals in its Advisor Program a streamlined
solution to task management.

Patriot’s Advisor Program offers accounting and payroll software for accounting
professionals and their clients, free co-branding, an umbrella login, and discount
pricing, among other bene�ts.

“Our Advisor Program delivers streamlined accounting and payroll to accounting
professionals and their clients. As such, we listen to what our Advisors need,
including a better way to collaborate with clients, increase ef�ciency, and improve
their work�ow,” says Steven Hoffman, Vice President of Business Development. “Our
partnership with Client Hub will do just that for our Advisors.”

Client Hub’s modern work�ow lets accounting professionals manage their work,
communicate with their clients, securely transfer �les, and use actionable job
templates for Patriot work�ows all in a single platform.

Patriot has negotiated a special lifetime discount for members of the Patriot Advisor
program who sign up for Client Hub’s work�ow solution and client collaboration
software.

To kick off the partnership, Patriot and Client Hub will co-host a webinar, Creating a
Modern Practice Work�ow, on October 5, 2021, at 1:00 PM (ET). All are invited to
attend.

Bene�ts  • Payroll

CPA Practice Advisor is registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NASBA) as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE
Sponsors.
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